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Most people are familiar 
with stuffed grape leaves or 
cabbage rolls. Greeks refer 
to both of them as a form of 
“dolmades”. I recall my mom 
having some leftover filling 
and she would use romaine 
lettuce leaves or swiss chard 
(which is called seskoula in 
Greek). 
 
Total Time: (makes about 30) 
 
INGREDIENTS: 
 
3-4 bunches of Swiss Chard 
(you want about 30 stalks), 
stalks removed 
1 1/2 cups of Arborio rice 
1/3 cup extra virgin olive oil  
3 medium onions, finely diced 
3 cloves of garlic, minced  
1/4 cup tomato puree  
1 lb. lean ground beef  
1 lb. ground pork  
1 teaspoon black pepper  
5 teaspoons of sea salt  
1 cup chopped fresh dill 
1 cup chopped fresh parsley 
 
Avgolemono Sauce

3 Tablespoons of corn starch + 
2 tablespoons. of water 
Juice of 1 lemon 
3 large eggs 

INSTRUCTIONS:  
 
1. Place your chard in a sink, 
fill with water and repeat two 
to three times to remove any 
grit. Drain. Transfer to a large 
bowl.

2. Pour enough boiling water 
to cover the leaves. Allow the 
leaves to soften in the hot 
water for approx. 30 seconds 
or until softened.

3. Transfer to a large bowl of 
ice water. Repeat with the 
remaining bunches of swiss 
chard. Drain well and pat-dry 
with tea towels. Cut off the 
stems from the bottom of the 
leaves.

4. Bring a large saucepan 
to medium heat, add the 
olive oil, onions and garlic. 
Simmer to soften the onions 
for about 10 minutes. 
Take the saucepan off the 
heat and add your tomato 
puree, ground beef, ground 
pork, rice, parsley, dill, salt 
and pepper and mix until 
thoroughly incorporated.

5. Place some spare lettuce or 
grape leaves on the bottom 
of your roasting pan (protects 

the bottom from burning).

6. Take a swiss chard leaf (rib 
side facing down) and place a 
2 heaping tablespoons of the 
meat mixture near the stem 
end of the leaf. Fold the two 
ends of the leaf inwards and 
roll it up into a long narrow 
shape. (do not roll too tightly 
as the rice will expand and 
may break your leaves) and 
place seam side down in a 
round or rectangular deep 
roasting pan. Repeat with 
remaining swiss chard and 
arrange snugly in your baking 
vessel.

7. Place some more loose 
leaves over the stuffed chard 
and you may even place a 
heavy plate on top to prevent 
them from breaking open.

8. Add 3 to 4 cups of low 
sodium chicken (or vegetable) 
hot stock into the roasting 
pan (enough liquid to cover 
the chard by 1 inch), cover 
with the lid and place into a 
pre-heated 350F oven (lower 
rack) for 70-90 minutes.

9. For Avgolemono sauce, into 
a bowl, mix your flour and 
water until dissolved. Now 

add your lemon juice and 
whisk in. Now add your eggs 
into the lemon mixture and 
whisk until frothy.

10. Carefully drain the hot 
liquid from the cooked swiss 
chard into a bowl, take a 
ladle of your stock (hot) and 
slowly (SLOWLY) pour into the 
bowl with your egg/lemon 
mixture. Add 2 more ladles of 
stock (slowly) while whisking. 
Adjust seasoning and add salt 
to taste.

11. Pour the Avgolemono 
Sauce over all the swiss chard 
dolmades and holding on to 
the handles of the roasting 
pan, gently shake it back & 
forth to thoroughly blend 
the Avgolemono Sauce with 
the remaining stock in the 
dolmades. Serve warm. 
 
NOTES:

Be Pragmatic: Use your own 
preferred ground meat, I like 
a beef/pork mix.

About those leftover swiss 
chard stems: Make a nice 
gratin topped with some 
bread crumbs and your 
favourite grated cheese.

Swiss Chard Dolmades

Author: Peter Minaki  
The recipe is published by Kalofagas (kalofagas.ca) 
Detailed step-by-step photos at: 
https://www.kalofagas.ca/2021/01/29/swiss-chard-dolmades/
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The Delicious 
Kenyan Food 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Kenyan Food is delicious and 
unique one in Africa, always 
filled with ethnicity. The 
Kenyans enjoy the flavours of 
Asia, Europe and the Middle 
East in their cuisine. So what 
are the top traditional Kenyan 
foods? 
 
1. “Nyama Choma”

This dish is a roasted beef 

or goat meat - one of the 
most loved dishes of Kenya. 
It is usually served with 
“Kachumbari” salad and 
“Ugali. It comes in small bite 
sized chunks and is mostly 
served on a tray for a group 
of about four people. The 
dish is usually made with a 
bit of extra flavouring only to 
enhance the taste. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2. “Ugali” 
 
It is the Kenyan staple dish 
made of maize flour, millet or 
sorghum flour. It is usually a 
white corn flour that is poured 
into hot water and mixed 

thoroughly into a thick block. 
It is semi-hard in consistency 
and is usually accompanied 
by meat or vegetables. 
 
3. “Kachumbari” 
 
This food is a mix of red 
onions, red tomatoes, green 
or red pepper, coriander 
and lemon juice. It is a sort 
of salad and can be prepared 
with a combination of all the 
above ingredients or a few of 
them. 
 
4. Kenyan Pilau 
 
This dish is a combination 
of cooked rice with various 
spices like cardamom, cloves, 
cumin, and cinnamon. The 
rice is usually fragranced 
and is great to eat. It is 
consumed with a form of 

meat stew along with a few 
slices of onions and tomatoes. 
The spices used in the rice 
is what gives its unique 
taste. “Pilau” is a special 
rice cooked with a variety of 
spices and with either beef or 
chicken. 
 
 
5. “Githeri” 
 
It is another popular 
traditional food enjoyed by the 
tribes of Kamba and Kikuyu. 
It is a combination of maize 
(corn), beans, potatoes, and a 
green vegetables (optional). 
The corn and beans are first 
boiled until soft then fried 
to make a delicious meal. To 
prepare the dish, maize and 
beans are mixed together 
and fried with onions. You 
can also add beef into the 
mixture. 
 
 
6. Kenyan Bajias 
 
This glorious dish is simply 
the Kenyan form of French 
fries. The potatoes are sliced 
like chips, seasoned with a 
batter and then deep fried. 
It is then served hot with a 
tomato salsa dipping which is 
totally worth trying.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
7. “Samaki”

“Samaki” is Swahili for Fish. 
he stew is mostly served with 
“Ugali”, and can come as 
either wet fry or dry fry. 
 
8. “Maandazi”

This is a deep-fried pastry 
that has a combination of 
wheat flour, sugar, milk, 
margarine and some spices. 
The dish is mainly known 
for its the amazing smell 
that can be smelled from lies 
away. This dish is treated as 
a breakfast item or evening 
snack. Is quite filling and is 
better to enjoy it with a cup of 
sweet tea. 
 

Cont. on page 3 >>
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Coriander - One 
Of The Oldest 
Spices On Record 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Coriander -  the wonderful 
source of dietary fiber, 
manganese, iron and 
magnesium – is an annual 
herb in the family Apiaceae. 
Coriander is considered both 
an herb and a spice since 
both its leaves and its seeds, 
but in North America, it 
generally refers to the dried 
cilantro seeds which are used 
as a spice both in whole form 
and ground. Its name comes 
from the Greek word koris, 
meaning a stink bug, and it is 
used as a popular seasoning 
condiment. Fresh coriander 
leaves are more commonly 
known as cilantro. All parts 
of the plant are edible, but 
the fresh leaves and the dried 
seeds are the parts most 
traditionally used in cooking. 
 
Coriander is one of the oldest 
herbs and spices on record - it 
was mentioned in the Bible, 
and the seeds have been found 
in ruins dating back to 5000 
B.C. In the Old Testament, In 
Exodus, chapter 16, verse 31, 
it says that: “And the house of 
Israel called the name thereof 
Manna: and it was like 
coriander seed, white; and 
the taste of it was like wafers 
made with honey.” 
 
Here are 7 Interesting facts 
about this ancient herb:  
 
1. The Romans used coriander 
to flavour bread. 
 
2. Coriander seed powders 
are widely used in Asian and 
Indian cuisines for centuries. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Seeds and leaves of 
coriander are used to tackle 
stomach upset, loss of 
appetite, hernia, diarrhea 
and intestinal gas. 
 
4. Coriander roots retains 
more flavour than its leaves. 
 
5. Coriander is considered an 
excellent honey. 
 
6. Coriander is an excellent 
source of fiber, manganese, 
iron, magnesium and its 
leaves are rich in Vitamin C, 
Vitamin K and protein. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Russia in number 1 exporter 
of coriander in the world, 
surpassing even India.

 
 

Do You Love 
The Taste Of 
Pineapple? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Pineapples are one of the 
most unusual looking 
tropical fruits and one of 
the most popular in the 
world. In 1493, Christopher 
Columbus found pineapples 
on Guadeloupe Island in the 
Caribbean and along with 
tomatoes, tobacco, pumpkins, 
and tame parrots brought 
back from the New World. 
At least one of the strange 
looking fruit was given to the 
King of Spain, Ferdinand II 
of Aragon. Peter Martyr, tutor 
to the Spanish princes, said 
King Ferdinand tasted the 
pineapple and declared that 
“its flavour excels all other 
fruits.” So, the journey of the 
pineapple (Ananas comosus) 
to the mass consumption 
began … 

<< Cont. from page 2
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<< Cont. from page 3
Below are some facts about 
this amazing fruit:  
 
1. Pineapple can grow on 
different types of terrains, but 
it prefers slightly acidic soil. 
 
2. Most popular type of 
pineapple is the Cayenne 
variety from Hawaii. Other 
popular kinds are the Red 
Spanish, Sugar Loaf and 
Golden Supreme. The fruit’s 
colours are usually red, purple 
or lavender. 
 
3. Pineapple is actually a 
fruit with many flowers 
whose fruitlets have joined 
around the core. It is a result 
of a fusion of 100 to 200 
individual flowers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4. One plant produces only 
one pineapple per season. 
 
5. Pineapples were a status 
symbol in 18th century 
England! You could even rent 
one for the evening to take to 
a party. 
 
6. Pineapples take about 18-
20 months to become ready 
to harvest. Pineapple can live 
and produce fruit for up to 50 
years in the wild. 
 
7. Pineapple is used to 
alleviate symptoms of nasal 
congestion, common cold, 
and cough. 
 
8. Pineapples ripen faster 
upside down, and they are 
the only edible fruit of its 
kind - the Bromeliads.

9. Historically, Hawaii was 
the world's largest pineapple 
producer. In Hawaiian, the 
fruit is called “hala kahiki”. 
Today the largest producers 
include the Philippines, 
Brazil, and Costa Rica. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
10. There is a white 
strawberry called Pineberry 
that tastes like pineapple. 
 
11. Almost all parts of the 
pineapple can be used in the 
production of vinegar and 
alcohol. 
 
12. Pineapple is made up of 
86% of water and 13 % 
carbohydrates with almost 
no fat or protein. 
 
13. To make a pineapple softer 
and juicier, keep it at room 
temperature for 1 or 2 days 
before cutting. 
 
14. Think about using 
pineapple in marinades and 
BBQ sauces, in the summer 
months. 
 
 
roasting pan. Repeat with 
remaining swiss chard and 
arrange snugly in your baking 
vessel.

7. Place some more loose 
leaves over the stuffed chard 
and you may even place a 
heavy plate on top to prevent 
them from breaking open.

8. Add 3 to 4 cups of low 
sodium chicken (or vegetable) 
hot stock into the roasting pan 
(enough liquid to cover the 
chard by 1 inch), cover with 
the lid and place into a pre-
heated 350F oven (lower rack) 
for 70-90 minutes.

9. For Avgolemono sauce, into 
a bowl, mix your flour and 
water until dissolved. Now 
add your lemon juice and 
whisk in. Now add your eggs 
into the lemon mixture and 
whisk until frothy.

10. Carefully drain the hot 
liquid from the cooked swiss 
chard into a bowl, take a 
ladle of your stock (hot) and 
slowly (SLOWLY) pour into 
the bowl with your egg/lemon 
mixture. Add 2 more ladles of 

stock (slowly) while whisking. 
Adjust seasoning and add salt 
to taste.

11. Pour the Avgolemono 
Sauce over all the swiss chard 
dolmades and holding on to 
the handles of the roasting 
pan, gently shake it back & 
forth to thoroughly blend 
the Avgolemono Sauce with 
the remaining stock in the 
dolmades. Serve warm. 
 
NOTES:

Be Pragmatic: Use your own 
preferred ground meat, I like a 
beef/pork mix.

About those leftover swiss 
chard stems: Make a nice 
gratin topped with some bread 
crumbs and your favourite 
grated cheese. 
 
 
4. Serve with crusty bread, 
some Feta cheese on the side. 
 
 
 
Homemade 
Sausage and 
Veggies Pizza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Author: Paul Stanimirov 
 
For tips or just to chat email at 
paul.stanimirov@yahoo.com 
 
Prep Time :  
2h – 2h and 15 min

Cooking Time:  
25 min–30 min

Cost of Ingredients:  $12-$13 
Skill Level: Medium 
Servings: 4 
Calories: 1200-1300 
 

Ingredients
• 12’’ x 8’’ Pizza dough

• 100g Alfredo (garlic or 
regular) sauce

• 1 red onion

• 1 Russet potato(sliced)

• 100g of white or cremini 
Mushrooms(sliced)

• 50g European Pepperoni 
sausage(sliced)

• 1 beaten egg for egg wash

• ¾  cup of shredded 
Mozzarella 

• ¼ cup of shredded Parmesan 

Pizza dough ingredients

• 2 cups of all purpose flour

• 2 tsp yeast

• 2 tsp sugar

• 1 1/2 tsp salt

• 1–1 ¼ cup warm water

• 2 tbsp olive oil 
 
 
Preparation
The Dough: 

1. In a bowl, add the yeast, 
pour the warm water on top 
and let the yeast activate 
 
2. Once activated add the 
flour and salt and knead into 
smooth and fluffy dough 
 
3. Wrap or put a towel on top 
of the bowl (oil the bottom) 
and let it rise in a warm non-
windy place for an hour to an 
hour and a half

4. Add a bit extra olive oil and 
roll your dough on a lightly 
floured surface into 8’’-12’’ 
rectangle or 12’’ inch circle. 
The dough will be sticky 
so add enough flour while 
rolling 
 
5. Form the crust, it should be 
at least ½ inch higher than the 
middle or the pizza dough

6. You can use right away or 
chill for later use 
 
The Pizza: 
1. Peel, slice and boil the 
potato for 10-15 min until 
halfway cooked 

2. Preheat the oven to 450 
degrees F

3. Slice the onion and 
mushrooms and sauté them 
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until the water is released and 
they cook up 

4. Take your pizza dough and 
spread the Alfredo sauce on 
the bottom

5. Add the potatoes, then 
the mushrooms, onions and 
sausage

6. Sprinkle the cheeses on top 
until the toppings are covered

7. Bake for 22 min – 25 min 
until golden and the bottom 
starts to char

8. Egg wash right away after 
taking out of the oven

9. Let it rest for a few minutes 
before eating. ENJOY!

Pecan, Caramel 
and Chocolate Chip 
Cookies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Author: Paul Stanimirov 
 
For tips or just to chat email at 
paul.stanimirov@yahoo.com 
 
Prep Time:  
15 min – 20 min 
Cooking Time:  
10 min – 15 min

Cost of Ingredients:  $8 - $10 
Skill Level: Easy 
Servings: 15-18 Cookies 
Calories: 80-100 per Cookie 
 
 
Ingredients
• 1 1/3 cups all purpose flour 
• 1 cup unsalted butter(soft) 
• ½ cup brown sugar 
• 1/3 cup white sugar 
• 1 cup pecans 
• 50g chewy caramel candies 
• 2 cups chocolate chips 
• 1 egg 
 
• 1 tsp almond extract 
• 1 tsp baking soda 
• ¾ tsp salt 
 
Preparation
1. Preheat your oven to 375 
degrees F 

2. Mix together the flour, 
pecans, caramels, chocolate 
chips, baking soda and salt in 
a bowl  
 
3. Melt the butter in a 
microwave and add it to a 
bowl containing the brown 
and white sugar. Mix together 
and add the egg and almond 
extract. Continue to mix until 
it becomes a homogeneous 
mixture. 
 
4. Combine both mixtures and 
mix altogether  
 
5. Line up a baking sheet with 
a parchment paper on top 
 
6. Use an ice cream scoop or 
a ladle and place scoops onto 
the baking sheet, 2-3 inches 
apart until the mixture is all 
used up 
 
7. Bake for 10-12 minutes 
until the cookies become 
darker brown colour 
 
8. Cool for at least 15 min 
before consuming. Enjoy! 
 

Mexican Pasta 
Baked 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Author: Julie Evink 
The recipe is published 
by Julie’s Eats and Treats 
(julieseatsandtreats.com)

Detailed step-by-step 
photos at https://www.
julieseatsandtreats.com/
mexican-pasta-casserole/ 
 
 
Easy casserole recipe that is a 
mixture of ground beef, corn, 
salsa and more! 
Prep Time:    10 MINUTES 
Cook Time:   30 MINUTES 
Total Time:   40 MINUTES   
Servings: 6

CUISINE: AMERICAN 

INGREDIENTS 
1 lb ground beef 
15 oz can corn drained 
2 c. uncooked spiral pasta 
15.5 oz jar salsa 
10.75 oz can condensed cream 
of chicken soup 
1 c. shredded Mexican cheese 
divided 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Preheat oven to 350 
degrees.

2. Prepare pasta according to 
package directions.

3. Brown beef over medium 
heat in a large skillet until no 
longer pink. Drain off grease. 
Stir in salsa, corn, soup and 
1/2 c. of cheese. Heat mixture 
through. Stir in drained and 
cooked pasta to mixture.

4. Transfer to greased 2 quart 
casserole dish. Sprinkle with 
remaining cheese.

5. Cover and bake at 350 
degrees for 15-20 minutes or 
until cheese is melted. 

NOTES

Ingredient Tips

I like to use spiral pasta, but 
you can substitute other short 
pasta shapes, too. So feel free 
to use penne, cavatappi, or 
even macaroni if that’s what 
you have on hand.

You can substitute the ground 
beef for turkey.

Do you have to cook pasta 
before making a pasta bake?

For this Mexican casserole 
you do need to cook the pasta 
first. There’s not enough 
liquid in the casserole to cook 
the pasta, so don’t skip that 
step!

Should you cover a pasta 
bake in the oven?

Yes, you should bake it 
covered! This will keep the 
moisture from evaporating so 
your casserole is not dry.

How long do leftovers keep?

The will keep for two to 
three days in the refrigerator. 
Just keep them in an airtight 
container! 

Strawberry 
Romaine Salad 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Author: Julie Evink 

The recipe is published 
by Julie’s Eats and Treats 
(julieseatsandtreats.com)

Detailed step-by-step 
photos at https://www.
julieseatsandtreats.com/
strawberry-romaine-salad/ 
 
Romaine Lettuce, 
Strawberries, Green Onions 
and Walnuts! Topped with a to 
die for Italian Dressing with a 
Secret Ingredient! 
 
 
Prep Time:    10 MINUTES 
Total Time:   10 MINUTES   
Servings: 8

CUISINE: AMERICAN

INGREDIENTS 
2 heads Romaine lettuce cut 
or torn into bite-sized pieces 
1 pint strawberries sliced 
2 green onions sliced 
1 cup purple seedless grapes 
sliced (optional) 
1/2 cup walnuts or pecans 
optional 
1 Tbsp. dry Italian dressing 
3 Tbsp. orange juice 
3 Tbsp. rice vinegar 
1/2 cup vegetable oil 
1/4 cup sugar 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 

1. In a large bowl, mix the 
lettuce, grapes, strawberries, 
green onions and optional 
nuts. 
2. In a pint-sized jar, add the 
orange juice, rice vinegar, and 
sugar. Shake and let sit so the 
sugar can dissolve. 
3. After a few minutes, add 
the dry Italian dressing and 
vegetable oil, and shake again. 
4. Pour over individual 
servings of salad.

<< Cont. from page 4
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Raha Picnics
Epic & Memorable experience

Fancy picnics
Birthdays
Proposals
Date nights
Gender revealswww.instagram.com/rahapicnics

Photo by EthnicFood
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Dear Friends and Family,

Our heart is pounding as I 
write this. As most of you 
know, we are going through 
a series of unfortunate 
events in our life. Our 
mother Mrs. Bhageerathi 
Amma is admitted to 
Sunnybrook Hospital on 
March 07,2021  due to 
massive Stroke(Aneurysm) 
which caused severe brain 
damage. She went into Coma 
stage at first after her stroke 
and woke up after 21 days. 
Now moved to Markham 
Stouffville Hospital for Acute 
Medicine treatments.  As per 
doctors, her current critical 
condition needs time to 
recover completely and the 
journey to a normal life is is 
going to be a long emotional 
and physical battle.

Our mother came to Canada 
on visit visa and within a 
week her treatments, the 
expenses crossed her health 
insurance limit. Lockdown 
and unavailability of flights 
made it extremely tough for 
us to get her back to Kerala, 
India for further treatments. 
Meanwhile, the doctors, 
health care team and support 

members in hospital have 
informed us that our Mother 
needs to be on life support 
at home and a lot of rehab 
services and specialized 
equipment are needed to 
keep her alive. Under the 
circumstances we go through 
here, we are anxious that her 
recovery seems to be on toss 
being in Canada. We must 
take her back to Kerala, India 
and that’s the only possible 
way to bring her back to life. 
In this situation we can’t 
have a room for doubts and 
a single wrong step now will 
cost our mother’s life. Trust 
us, there is no more terrified 
state in your life than 
watching your loved one 
struggle with life and not 
able to do what could save 
her from that pain.

Her battle with life has been 
going on for months now 
and as her son and daughter 
in law, even though it’s 
heart wrenching to watch 
her in immense pain; the 
way she fights for life with 
every single bit of energy 
she has got in her keep 
us determined to get her 
back to normal life at any 

cost. “Alone we do so little, 
together we can do so much”, 
isn’t it?

We have started GoFundMe 
to help our mother 
Bhageerathi Amma to meet 
the costs associated with her 
repatriation. We understand 
that we all are going through 
extremely challenging time 
now, but we trust that if you 
have a slightest possibility 
to help us through this, you 
will support us no matter 
what. You are our light at end 
of this darkest tunnel we go 

through. We fold our hands 
with gratitude for every 
single penny you share to 
support us.

We will keep posting updates 
about her recovery as often as 
we can and we sincerely want 
to thank all of you who stand 
with us like a string pillar of 
hopes.

We need your support, there 
is no pain harder than loosing 
our mother. 
 
Jinesh Painadath Joseph

https://gofund.me/b71dba42

Dear readers,  
If you would like to help Mrs. Bhageerathi Amma 
and her family, please make your donations trough:

How to tell between a real CRA call and a scam
(NC) Many of us have heard 
of scammers pretending to 
be from the Canada Revenue 
Agency. You may have even 
received a call or email 
yourself. But how do you 
know what you can trust?

Avoiding this common scam 
is easier when you know what 
the agency will and won’t 
do. The agency will never 
threaten you with immediate 
arrest or jail for a tax debt, 
and never uses text or instant 
messaging to communicate 
about taxes. It will never 

demand that you settle tax 
debt by buying gift cards or 
prepaid credit cards, or using 
cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, 
or offer to pay you a refund by 
e-transfer.

Remain vigilant when you 
receive communication from 
someone claiming to be from 
the CRA, especially when 
asked for personal information 
such as a social insurance, 
credit card, bank account or 
passport number. If you are 
unsure that the person on the 
phone is a legitimate agency 

employee, ask for the agent’s 
phone number and badge 
number and call 1-800-959-
8281 to validate the caller.

If you receive a call 
demanding immediate 
payment, take time to think 
it over. If you believe it was 
legitimate, you can check the 
status of your account online.

If you use online or telephone 
services, you can further 
protect yourself by keeping 
your access codes, user ID, 
passwords and PINs secret, 

and changing them frequently. 
Enabling “email notifications” 
for online CRA accounts will 
notify you by email of changes 
to them, warning you of 
potentially fraudulent activity.

Finally, suspicious phone calls 
or messages can be reported 
to the Canadian Anti-Fraud 
Centre online or by telephone. 
If you think you have fallen 
victim to a scam, contact your 
local police.

Find more information at 
canada.ca/taxes.
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To Our Valued 
Customers,

During this time of 
COVID-19 we are 
taking all neccessary 
precautions to provide a 
safe store environment 
for our staff and 
customers.

In compliance 
with Public Health 
guidelines our  
Hot-Lunch Counter 
is available.

To help make meal-time 
easier, we have just 
launched  

a new line of 
homemade  
ready-to-eat frozen 
family-sized meals. 

From LASAGNA to 
SWEET & SOUR 
CHICKEN, made from 
scratch SOUPS, and 
CHICKEN FINGERS, 
we have what you need 
to keep the kids happy 
and healthy. 
www.viennafinefoods.com

ORDER A BATCH OF  
20 LITRES OF MERLOT ARGENTINA 

FOR $60

For all our products and prices, 
visit our web site:


